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Abstract: 

In places such as malls, supermarkets, or airports, it’s hard to find your target due to the 

spacious nature of such places. This problem could be more complicated for people with low 

vision or blind people. Visually impaired depend on their hearing and touch senses to discover 

surrounding environment. However, with such senses it’s hard to reach their destinations. In 

addition, since some of these places doesn’t allow dogs, and dogs could help people with such 

conditions discovering their surroundings, visually impaired will not find these places blind-

friendly when roaming them.    

In this capstone project, the team’s members will design and implement an Indoor 

Positioning System for visually impaired using Li-Fi technology. Li-Fi, which belongs to 

Visible Light Communication (VLC) technology, is a new optical wireless technology that uses 

light to transmit data in a high data rate and in a secure manner than other wireless technologies 

such as Wi-Fi and Bluetooth. The positioning system will use Li-Fi luminaires and a Li-Fi 

dongle from pureLiFi company, which is one of the few leading companies that sell Li-Fi 

products. The system will depend on the BSSIDs (Basic Service Set Identifiers) of the access 

points and light intensity of the luminaires for determining the user position. Because pureLiFi 

luminaires do not support yet iOS and Android smartphones, an HP laptop with Windows 10 

will be used with the Li-Fi dongle to read data from the luminaries. An application written in 

Python programming language will be created to interact with the visually impaired using voice 

commands.  

The goal of the project is to help the visually impaired person figure his current location 

accurately and with minimum help of others, using green technology such as LED light, which 

is used in this project. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 

Like many everyday devices, navigation systems have become essential parts in our lives. 

With them, a person can easily locate his/her vehicle and find the best route to his/her 

destination. Another good application of such systems, which is widely used nowadays, is 

tracking a customer order. Furthermore, a lost animal, such as dog or cat, can be found using 

positioning systems. The main technology driving such systems, especially in the outdoor 

environments, is the Global Positioning System (GPS). 

1.1 What is GPS? 

 

GPS is a satellite-based global navigation system that provides the GPS receiver with the 

geographic location (longitude, latitude, and altitude/elevation) of an object and time 

information. The GPS receiver (e.g. a vehicle) then displays the location on a digital map. Well-

known applications of such technology can be found in modern cars and smart phones. 

However, GPS reception has poor performance when it comes to indoor navigation, due to the 

nature of satellite signals when facing buildings walls [1]. To overcome this issue, indoor 

navigation systems are developed to provide similar features to that of GPS, that’s why 

sometimes they are called indoor-GPS. 

1.2 What is Indoor Navigation?  
 

Indoor navigation or Indoor Positioning System (IPS) is a system that uses some kind of 

technology such as Wi-Fi or beacons (Bluetooth Low Energy, BLE), instead of satellites, to 

locate people or objects inside buildings. One main advantage of IPS is that the main 

components that build such system are already exist and used by people for many purposes. For 

example, an IPS can be built using existing Wi-Fi infrastructure and sensors in smart phones. 

The IPS depends mainly on smart phones for guidance and localization purposes. Due to their 
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high level of flexibility and accuracy, beacons are the most widely used tool for indoor 

positioning. Examples of indoor navigation applications that are operated by beacons are 

iBeacon (from Apple) and Eddystone (from Google) [4]. Nowadays, IPS is of great benefit in 

large venues like airports, shopping centers, museums, and hospitals. In such places, it is not 

easy for people to find their destination. In addition, they might get lost. Thus, IPS adds great 

advantage when roaming large indoor venues, especially for people with physical handicap or 

visual impairment. 

In recent years, a new technology called Light Fidelity or Li-Fi has been the main driving 

technology in so many applications. One of them is indoor navigation and indoor positioning 

systems. Li-Fi technology belongs to the family of Visible Light Communication (VLC) with 

IEEE 802.15.7 Standard [11]. 

1.3 What is Visible Light Communication? 
 

Visible light communication (VLC) is a technology that is designed to allow fast Internet 

to be accessible mainly in indoor environments. Its operating principle relies on intensity 

modulation of Light-Emitting Diodes (LEDs) [7]. Some of the main advantages of VLC are 

high transfer rates (up to 3 Gbit/s), radiation-exposition free, and no intervention with radio 

communication systems [8]. 

1.3.1 Why Li-Fi? 
 

According to Dobroslav Tsonev, Stefan Videv and Harald Haas in the article “Light 

Fidelity (Li-Fi): Towards All-Optical Networking" they claim that “the highest speed that has 

ever been reported from a single-color incoherent LED is 3.5 Gbps [2].” This speed that has 

been tested is more than the current speed of any wireless technology and this is one of the 

advantages of Li-Fi. In addition, there are many factors that make this technology attractive. For 
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example, in the previous article they emphasis why we have to adopt very high-speed wireless 

technology such as Li-Fi by saying, “It is estimated that by 2017, more than 11 exabytes of data 

traffic will have to be transferred through mobile networks every month. Most recently, VLC 

has been identified as a potential solution for mitigating the looming RF spectrum crisis [2].” 

 

Figure 1. 1: Li-fi system in real environment 

The demanding of high speed of connection will be increased in the upcoming years due 

to the concept of Internet of Things (IoT) and other factors. The expected connected device in 

2020 based on Cisco survey will be 50 Billion devices, as shown in Figure 1.2, and huge amount 

of data will be exchanged via the Internet and local networks. Thus, this large amount of data 

will add a burden to widely used technologies such as WiFi. Li-Fi can be a solution as Dr. 

Harald Hass and his colleagues predict in their article, “Light Fidelity (Li-Fi): Towards All-

Optical networking,” by saying, “it seems that Li-Fi is rapidly emerging as a powerful wireless 

networking solution to the looming RF spectrum crisis, and an enabling technology for the 

future Internet-of-Everything.” 

Without doubt the high speed that Li-Fi provides is more than the current speed of Wi-

Fi. The current speed of Wi-Fi AC, which is a type of Wi-Fi that has the IEEE standard 

IEEE802.11ac, is around 1.3 Gbps. On the other hand, the tested speed of Li-Fi as mentioned 

before is 3.5Gbps which is greater than the current highest data rate.  
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Figure 1. 2: The number of connected devices expected in 2020 according to Cisco 

 

There are many factors lead to adopt Li-Fi other than its high speed. Other current 

wireless technologies such as Wi-Fi and 4G do not have large frequency spectrum as Li-Fi. It is 

worth mentioning that Li-Fi transmits data over visible light spectrum, ultraviolet and infrared 

radiation. In contrast, Wi-Fi and 4G use radio waves to transmit data. In 4G or 5G 

communication all of the frequencies will be licensed from government and they are limited 

frequencies. In addition, Wi-Fi has specific frequency that ranges between 2.5 GHZ and 5 GHZ. 

In case of multiple WLANs, this limited range could lead to interference between these 

networks. Therefore Dr. Hass points out the importance of use Li-Fi instead of Wi-Fi in his 

article that “The visible light spectrum includes 100s of THz of license free bandwidth, 10,000 

times more than the entire RF spectrum up to 30 GHz, including the mmWave spectrum. Optical 

radiation, in general does not interfere with other radio waves or with the operation of sensitive 

electronic equipment. Therefore, it is ideal for providing wireless coverage in areas which are 

sensitive to electromagnetic radiation [2].” 

In addition, one benefit of using Li-Fi is that it can be implemented using the existing 

LED infrastructure, which helps in reducing the cost of implementation. Thus, each LED fixture 

will be a source of illumination and data, as stated by Dr. Hass, “lighting is on most of the time 
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in indoor environments even during day time, the energy used for communication would 

practically be zero as a result of the piggy-backing of data on illumination [2].” 

Using LED luminaires for illumination and data transmission is considered to be suitable 

and friendly choice for the environment due to its power efficiency. Moreover, the Li-Fi is more 

secure than Wi-Fi because it will not surpass walls. The authors in article “Light Fidelity (Li-

Fi): Towards All-Optical Networking” notice that “the inability of light to propagate through 

walls offers an inherent level of network security. The same feature can be exploited to eliminate 

interference between neighboring cells [2].” This is very important for the places that are 

sensitive to electromagnetic radiation such as: hospitals, airplanes and petrochemical and 

nuclear power plants. 

 

Figure 1. 3 : The radio frequency spectrum 

In Wi-Fi, two types of multiplexing are used, Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) and 

Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM). However, in Li-Fi, the Wavelength Division 

Multiplexing (WDM), as shown in Figure 1.4 ,is used for multiplexing. “The most suitable 

duplex technique in Li-Fi is wavelength division duplexing (WDD), where the two 
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communication channels are established over different electromagnetic wavelengths. Using 

infrared (IR) transmission is one viable option for establishing an uplink communication 

channel. A first commercially-available full duplex Li-Fi modem using IR light for the uplink 

channel has recently been announced by pureLiFi [2].” 

To sum up the benefits of using Li-Fi over other wireless technologies; Xiping Wu and 

Harald Haas in the article “Access Point Assignment in Hybrid LiFi and WiFi Networks in 

Consideration of LiFi Channel Blockage [3]” claim the followings: 

I. It is eco-friendly and energy efficient, thanks to the dual purpose of illumination and 

communication. 

II. It owns a very wide and unregulated frequency spectrum of up to 300 THz. 

III. It offers high security in closed environments, as light does not penetrate through walls. 

IV. It can be safely used in RF sensitive scenarios, such as aircraft cabins, hospitals, etc. 

V. When compared to LiFi, WiFi has a much larger coverage range but smaller system 

capacity. 

 

Figure 1. 4 : The wavelength-division multiplexing 

1.4 Problem statement: 
 

According to the World Health Organization (WHO), there are approximately 1.3 billion 

people who are visually impaired. As to distance vision, the number of people who have mild 
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vision impairment is estimated to be 188.5 million, 217 million have moderate to severe vision 

impairment, and the number of blind people is 36 million. With respect to near vision, the 

number of people who live with a near vision impairment is 826 million. The large part of 

people with vision impairment are over the age of 50 years [5].  

For this group of people, navigation, which is an indispensable daily activity, is a major 

challenge. Navigating inside shopping malls, hypermarkets, or office buildings can be an 

everyday challenge for people with low vision and blind people. Although dogs can be good 

guidance for such people, especially when walking outdoors, many indoor places do not allow 

pets. Moreover, using cane might provide safety, but won’t provide accuracy when it comes to 

finding the targeted destination. Similarly, global positioning system (GPS) does not provide 

precise estimation of positions inside buildings [1].  

Therefore, an easy-to-use and interactive positioning system has to be available for this 

group of people, so that identifying their surroundings can be less challenging. Indeed, this 

system is of great benefit, especially, in countries like Kuwait, where it’s clear that solutions of 

this type are not available. Most buildings are not designed to be blind-friendly. 

1.5 Solution: 
 

The main goal of this project is to design and implement an indoor positioning system 

for visually impaired people using Light-Fidelity (Li-Fi) technology. Li-Fi is a bidirectional 

wireless communication technology that depends on visible light to transfer data. The major 

feature of this technology is that it uses light-emitting diodes (LED) luminaires, which already 

exist in many places, to send data. The photodiode in the Li-Fi dongle, which is attached to the 

user device, is used to receive data from the LED luminaire [6].   
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The system begins by scanning all the available nearby access points using Python-based 

application and the photodetector in the Li-Fi dongle. The scan outputs all the information 

related to the access points that are visible to the user device. Physical address, BSSID, radio 

type, authentication, and signal strength are some of the main information obtained. The most 

important piece of information for our project is the BSSID. The BSSID “is simply the MAC 

address of a wireless access point or also known as WAP [10].” In other words, it’s the physical 

address of a wireless access point. Since each access point has a unique BSSID, the application 

extracts the BSSID(s) of visible access point(s) and compare it/them to a predefined lookup 

table that contains the name of each access point and its BSSID. The location of the user is then 

determined, by the access point(s) he is connected to. To improve accuracy, light intensity 

sensor is used to detect whether the user is situated directly under the Li-Fi luminaire or near it. 

1.6 Motivation and Goals: 
 

In many countries, including Kuwait, there are not enough facilities for visually impaired 

people [7]. In addition, many studies that target this group of people recommend that there 

should be “voice information inside buildings” and that large commercial facilities such as 

shopping malls and hypermarkets need to provide “adequate indoor pedestrian support systems” 

[8]. From these two reasons, one can tell that the area of indoor positioning or localization is an 

interesting area that has to be investigated more with different technologies, including Li-Fi 

technology. 

At the end of this project, the goals to be achieved are as follow: 

• Building a dependable Li-Fi based indoor position system with less errors. 

• Providing easy-to-use application. 

• Making buildings blind-friendly environments. 
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• Producing publishable work. 

1.7 Objectives: 
 

The objectives are mainly set according to the goals of the project, and they are as follow: 

• Create a Windows application using Python programming language. 

• The application should tell a blind person his/her current location verbally. 

• Build a network consists of four Li-Fi luminaires, a server and a layer three Cisco 

switch.  

• Mount these four Li-Fi luminaires in B108 lab. 

• Use a mini PC as a server for network provisioning and light controlling purposes. 

• Depend on the BSSID of each access point and lux measurements for localizing. 

• Allow the program to scan for nearby access points and measure current light intensity. 

1.8 Idea Evolution: 
 

The idea of the project was proposed by our supervisor, Dr. Mounib Khanfer. It was 

tempting to work on this project since Li-Fi is a new technology that few people have heard of. 

In addition, the concept of providing light and data at the same time is clever and sufficient. To 

our best knowledge, we are the first team in AUK to work with such technology. 

1.9 Project SWOT Analysis: 
 

One of the well-known techniques used for evaluating a project in the world of business and 

management is the SWOT (Strengths, Weakness, Opportunities, and Threats) analysis. For evaluating 

our project, SWOT analysis is used. In addition, SWOT analysis is applied to assess the team members. 

Both analyses are represented in the following two tables. 
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Table 1. 1: SWOT Analysis of the Project 

Strengths Weaknesses 

1. The use of Li-Fi technology. 

2. The use of pureLiFi products (one of few 

companies that sell Li-Fi products)  

3. Environment-friendly project 

4. Use of Python (top one programming language 

according to IEEE [9]) 

1. Finding suitable LED light bulbs deployment. 

2. Expensive components. 

3. Constructing a network of LED light bulbs.  

Opportunities Threats 

Implementing the project in shopping malls and 

hypermarkets. 

1. Failure of LED light bulb. 

2. Online order takes long time. 

3. Competitors with similar project idea or better. 

4. B108 is not accessible all the time 

 

Table 1. 2: SWOT Analysis of the Project’s Team Members 

Strengths Weaknesses 

1. Eager to learn about Li-Fi technology  

2. Good background of Python.  

 

1. Limited budget.  

2. Conflict in time.  

3. Little knowledge on how to deal with Li-Fi 

technology.  

 

Opportunities Threats 

1. Publish research paper 

 2. Knowledge in the field of visible light 

communication will be expanded 

3. Technical and programming skills will 

vastly improve. 

  

Different ideas of team members  

 

 

1.10 Conclusion: 
 

In the introduction chapter, the general concept of the project is established. A brief 

illustration on how the system works is given and the main motivation and goal of the system. 
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The introduction also mentions the project objectives that will be met at the end of the project 

cycle. Furthermore, the chapter provides two tables in relation with SWOT analysis. One of the 

tables recognizes the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats of the project, and the 

other recognizes the same but for the members of the project’s team.  

Beside the introduction chapter, the report will include the following five chapters. The 

literature review chapter (chapter II) which inspects existed solutions for the problem this 

project aiming to solve and are already implemented. This chapter also provides a comparison 

between different projects that are similar to our project and discuss the features of each one of 

them. The design and analysis chapter (chapter III) which identifies the components needed to 

build the proposed project. In addition, software and hardware implementations considered will 

be discussed in this chapter. Furthermore, it views the specification of each component and the 

budget of the project. The implementation chapter (chapter IV) illustrates how the components 

are connected. The chapter also provides the testing results. Finally, the challenges faced during 

the process of building the project will be discussed. The evaluation chapter (chapter V) 

evaluates the ethical, social, economic, market, safety and environmental values followed in the 

implementation of the project. The conclusion chapter (chapter VI) which gives a summary of 

the project, shows what have been done and the future works. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review  
 

In this chapter, several similar projects to our project will be reviewed. The goal is to study 

each project features, advantages and disadvantages. Finally, a table that summaries the 

differences between the projects reviewed against our project, in terms of communication 

technology, system functionality, localization method, targeted people, additional hardware and 

modulation technique. 

2.1: Epsilon: A Visible Light-Based Positioning System: 
 

Epsilon is a localization system that utilizes Light-Emitting Diode (LED) lighting 

infrastructure. The designers of Epsilon chose LED-based system, because LED has several 

features, such as long lifespan, energy saving and being green technology. However, the most 

powerful feature, as Epsilon authors claim, is LED capability of being a source of illumination 

as well as communication [11]. 

  Epsilon depends on trilateration as the localization method. Each LED bulb sends two 

types of information, the position of the bulb and its duty cycle. A receiver, which in this case is 

a smart phone, uses a light sensor to obtain the LED bulb information and measures the received 

signal strengths (RSSs) from at least three LED bulbs and calculates the distances to each bulb. 

Finally, the system estimate the location of the smartphone [11]. 

 The authors of Epsilon mentions three major technical challenges that affect accuracy, 

reliability, and stability of the system. The first challenge consists of many factors, such as 

irradiation angles, phone orientation and light emission power, that affect positioning accuracy. 

The second challenge concerns with acquiring “a reliable information of each LED bulb 

especially among multiple, uncoordinated light sources via the shared optical medium.” The last 
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challenge is related to integrating multiple techniques like BFSK (Binary frequency-shift-

keying), channel hopping, and intensity modelling, in one system, which is not an easy task 

[11]. 

 The authors claim that the experimental outputs show high positioning accuracy of the 

system that reaches 0.4m, 0.7m, and 0.8m for the three different-scale environments that were 

examined. The following figure shows the system architecture of Epsilon [11]. 

 

Figure 2. 1: System Architecture of Epsilon 

2.2: Seeing Eye Phone: 
 

Seeing Eye Phone is an indoor position and orientation system that uses a smart phone to 

guide visually impaired people. The working principle of the system “focuses on the vision 

processing used to calculate the camera pose and the user’s location and orientation using only 

one camera with no added markers or features to the scene [12].” 

 The two main components of the project is a smart phone and a server. The smart phone 

captures photos of the user facing forward and send them to the server. The server analyze the 

received photos to extract 2D features of the environment and then compare them to the 2D 
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features of the stored map images that contain their corresponding 3D information of the 

building. The Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm, after features are matched, is used to find 

optimal pose estimate. After that, “the location and orientation of the user are calculated using 

3D location correspondence data stored for features of each image.” Finally, the smart phone 

receives positional information via text-to speech [12]. 

 The designers of the Seeing Eye Phone project claims that the project main advantage is 

not using additional hardware which makes the system socially acceptable when visually 

impaired use it and the “user can maintain complete mobility and function of his hands for other 

uses [12].”  

 However, the authors claims that the project major downside that can affect the pose 

estimation, and thus increase the positioning error, is capturing 2D features of the surrounding 

environment from great distances, which make them unclear [12]. The following figure shows 

system overview of the Seeing Eye Phone project. 

 

Figure 2. 2: Seeing Eye Phone System Overview 
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2.3: Luxapose: 
 

Luxapose is an indoor positioning system that uses visible light as medium of communication. 

The designers of Luxapose use unmodified smartphones and slightly-modified commercial LED 

luminaires as the system main components. The system also include a cloud server that helps in 

determining a phone’s location and orientation [13]. 

 In Luxapose, each LED luminaire is connected to a microcontroller for modulation 

purpose. The LED luminaire, after modulation, send its identity and/or coordinate. The front 

camera of a smartphone captures photos periodically. After that, the photos are analyzed to 

check whether they include LED beacons by examining the existence of certain frequencies. If 

beacons do present, the photos are “decoded to both determine the beacon locations in the image 

itself and to also extract data encoded in the beacons’ modulated transmissions.” To convert 

beacon identities into corresponding coordinates, a lookup table is used.  Finally, after 

determining beacon identities and coordinates, an angle-of-arrival localization algorithm used to 

detect the phone’s position and orientation [13].     

 One of the limitations of the project is that smartphones with Android or iOS, which is 

the most widely used, do not work properly with the positioning method used in this project. 

The authors of Luxapose justifies that by saying that “neither Apple’s iOS nor Google’s 

Android currently provide the needed camera control.” For this reason, the designers of the 

project use Nokia Lumia 1020, which is Windows-based smartphone, to implement the 

Luxapose receiver, because of its camera API that allows for control of resolution, exposure 

time, and film speed [13].   

 Despite the limitation, the authors claim that after testing the project, it showed a median 

location error of 7 cm and orientation error of 6 degrees. The following figure shows the 

Luxapose system architecture [13]. 
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Figure 2. 3: Luxapose system architecture 

2.4: Hybrid Indoor Positioning with Wi-Fi and Bluetooth: Architecture and 

Performance: 
 

In this hybrid system, the designers use Wi-Fi as the main infrastructure to allow 

fingerprint-based positioning, and Bluetooth hotspots to divide the indoor environment into 

virtual sub areas [14].    

 The reason why the designers decided to build this hybrid system, is to combine the 

benefits of both Wi-Fi and Bluetooth technologies. Covering an entire indoor environment with 

only Bluetooth hotspots can be costly. On the other hand, although the coverage areas of Wi-Fi 

base stations are way larger than Bluetooth hotspot, the Wi-Fi base stations consume more 

energy. Finally, Bluetooth capability of detecting presence of moving objects is better than Wi-

Fi. The authors claim that by combining these two technologies, positioning accuracy can be 

improved [14]. 

 The system works as follow. When a user enters the coverage area of a Bluetooth 

hotspot, the user location is estimated as the hotspot location, without taking into consideration 
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signal strengths. A process called partition switching is executed, after the user exits a Bluetooth 

hotspot, to determine the current possible partition(s) for the user. Then, a position estimation 

based on Wi-Fi includes the corresponding part(s) of the radio map is delivered to the user [14].  

 The authors in their paper have proposed two methods to combine the two technologies 

in one positioning system. They also presented three architectures based on client-server 

architecture and study each one of them in terms of energy consumption and position estimation. 

The following figure shows general architecture of the hybrid system [14]. 

 

Figure 2. 4: General architecture of the hybrid system 

2.5: Indoor positioning system based on sensor fusion for the Blind and 

Visually Impaired: 
 

The system, which runs locally on a smartphone, depends on Kalman filter that combine the 

data of all the sensors that exist in the smartphone, such as Wi-Fi chipset, accelerometers and 

magnetic field sensor [15]. 

 The authors claim that the Kalman filter is a suitable tool for positioning systems that 

use different types of sensors. In addition, the filter is used widely for outdoor navigation 

systems. Furthermore, it can be easily installed on current smartphones and it is computationally 

effective [15]. 
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 The Kalman filter has two main stages, namely prediction and update. In the first stage, 

prediction stage, the user location at t+1 is predicted using a motion model. The accelerometer 

and magnetic sensor of the smartphone are used by the motion estimator to calculate a speed and 

heading value. In the second stage, the update stage, the positions obtained through the Wi-Fi 

positioning engine are used to correct the predicted position [15].”  

 One of the disadvantages of the system, as the authors reveal is its high consumption of 

energy. Since the system depends on the smartphone sensors, continuous data pulling of the 

sensors results in a high level of power consumption [15].  

 The authors of the system categorize their system as “secondary aid as it is not designed 

to be used by itself and will not provide detailed obstacle avoidance features [15].” 

2.6: NavCog3: 
 

NavCog3 is an indoor navigation that has been assessed in a 21,000 m2 shopping mall 

and uses a smartphone as a receiver. The designer’s goal is to build a system that people with 

visual impairment can utilize in large-scale indoor environments. The system provides 

information on nearby points of interests. The authors claim that such feature does not exist in 

many current indoor navigation systems. In addition, it comes up with verbal turn-by-turn 

instructions and instant feedback when improper orientation is detected [16]. 

Upon assessing the system performance, the authors found out that 45° turns were more 

difficult to make than 90° ones. Another challenge encountered by the designers is fingerprint 

collection (or radio map creation). Fingerprint samples, which are RSSIs (received signal 

strengths indicators) from all the beacons that are placed within a range of a known location, are 

collected. This process may take such a long time. However, the authors of the system created a 

fingerprinting machine with a LIDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) sensor to reduce the time 
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it takes to create the radio map by 1/ 20 in comparison to manual fingerprinting method. 

Another faced challenge is the expensive beacon deployment [16].  

To understand the real needs of the visually impaired, the designers of NavCog3 

performed two studies in order to evaluate positioning accuracy and the usefulness of semantic 

features such as doorways, stairs, and shop information. The authors found that including the 

semantic features in a navigation system, “useful for boosting their spatial awareness (e.g., 

obstacles), orientation, and mobility (e.g., using elevators) [16].”   

 The average accuracy in the first study was 1.65 m which is acceptable according to the 

authors [16]. An overview of the system is shown in the next figure. 

 

Figure 2. 5: An overview of the NagCog3 system 

2.7: Improved VLC-Based Indoor Positioning System Using a Regression 

Approach with Conventional RSS Techniques: 
 

The system uses the received signal strength (RSS) as the main parameter for 

localization. The authors of the system merge Linear and Nonlinear Least Square Estimations 

(LLS & NLS) with a simple regression-based method to reduce localization error. The author 

claims that the use of regression-based method will help in minimize the effect of NLOS (Non-

Line-of-Sight) links on the RSS measurements. Another advantage of using such method is that 
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“it does not need complicated calculations or long processing time to implement.” This method 

has improved the localization accuracy by 41%, the authors claim. The following figure 

illustrates LOS and NLOS links between transmitter and receiver [17]. 

 

Figure 2. 6: LOS and NLOS Links between Transmitter and Receiver 

 

To determine the user position, the system uses trilateration based on RSS values of at 

least three luminaires. The designers of the system considered two estimation methods: linear 

and nonlinear least square methods. The designers found that LLS (Linear Least Square) 

estimation increases localization error and that NLS (Nonlinear Least Square) outperforms LLS, 

however, it’s more complicated and takes longer processing time [17]. 

2.8: AVII (Assist Vision Impaired Individual): 
 The authors of AVII claims that the goal of the system is to help visually impaired 

navigate unfamiliar indoor environments with ease and to alert such people to avoid obstacles 

while moving via voice commands [18]. 

 The system has several components. A 12-key keypad is used to allow the visually 

impaired user entering his destination. A Raspberry Pi that analyzes the current location and 

provides meaningful navigation information to the user. The current location of the user is 
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determined by obtaining the LED ID from a series of photo-detector scans. The system, then, 

produces the optimal path according to the user’s desired destination. The authors use a 

modified version of Dijkstra's algorithm to recognize the optimal path. The ID of each LED is 

generated by a controller circuit. The ID is stored in a database for proper data retrieve [18].  

Another important component is the geomagnetic sensor which is used to get the 

direction that the visually impaired is travelling. The authors claim that their system is the first 

to use both visible light communication technology and geomagnetism. Another sensor used is 

the sonar sensor which is helpful in avoiding obstacles. Both sensors help in navigating 

accurately and safely [18]. 

As for why choosing VLC, the authors claims that “LED lights are more energy efficient 

and it illuminates by switching on and off at higher frequency [18].” The following figure shows 

AVII system architecture. 

 

Figure 2. 7: AVII system architecture 
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Figure 2. 8: Comparison table between our project and the aforementioned projects 

2.9: Conclusion: 
 

This chapter investigates some of the existing projects that are similar to our project. 

Reviewing existing projects allows for identifying different implementations of indoor 

localization systems and discovering each implementation advantages and disadvantages. It also 

allows for identifying ways to improve the performance of such systems, especially in terms of 

minimizing positioning error. Hence, implementing our system can benefit hugely from such 

surveys. 
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Chapter 3: Design & Analysis 
 

In this chapter, the importance of the system process model is explained. Following such 

model will produce the desired system with little or no troubleshooting. To build such system, 

the first step has to be specifying the requirement and its type in order to select the best fit 

hardware and software together. Then list all components and describe them briefly.   

3.1: System Process Model: 
 

 In order to design and implement any system, a system process model is needed in order 

to complete our project in the best manner. There are multiple system or software process 

models that can be chosen to complete our project. For example, there are three well-known 

models that have been used in engineering projects, the waterfall model, the incremental model 

and integration and configuration model. In our project the waterfall model is chosen for the 

following reasons: 

1. The model is plan driven and each phase is separated and distinct from other phases. 

2. The model mostly used in large engineering projects where the system has subsystem 

that are separated from each other. 

3. The requirement phase for our project is well-known and the waterfall model fits best.  

4. The indoor positioning system needs to be built from the start of we change lower phase 

and the waterfall model require that.    

It’s worth mentioning that the waterfall model has five stages as shown in Figure 3.1, and they 

are: 

i. First phase: Requirement definition. 

ii. Second phase: System and software design. 

iii. Third phase: Implementation and unit testing. 
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iv. Fourth phase: Integration and system testing. 

v. Fifth phase: Operation and maintenance.  

 

 

Figure 3. 1: The waterfall model diagram 

 

3.2: System Requirements: 
 

In this section, the requirements of the whole system are defined. As we mention in the 

previous section, the first phase of system development is the requirement. The requirements in 

general have many sub requirement in order to develop the system and some example of them 

are: ethical requirement, security requirement, performance requirement, efficiency requirement, 

user requirement, system requirements, functional and non-functional requirement and many 

other requirement. However, since we chose the waterfall model, we can update our 

requirements as needed. In our project, the focus will be on two types of requirements: user 

requirement and system requirement. Also, other requirements such as security requirement and 

performance requirement were not neglected as they are part of non-functional requirements. 
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The user requirements in general need to be written in natural language and with less 

details of the system. The purpose of this requirement is to give it to the customers who do not 

have any deep knowledge in the engineering or software. So, these requirements usually have 

simple and short statements. 

On the other hand, the system requirements are written for developer and system 

engineers who have a better knowledge and experience than the normal user and customer. So, 

the system requirements contain more technical terms and complex statements than the user 

requirements. Figure 3.2 shows the Pyramid of the difference between user requirement and 

system requirements. 

 

Figure 3. 2: Pyramid of the difference between user and system requirements  

So, in this case we define the user requirements and corresponding requirements which 

are system requirements that are design for developer and system engineer. In table 3.1 we list 

some of these requirements. 
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Table 3. 1: shows some of the user and system requirements 

User requirements  System requirements  

1. The system must be accurate with 

less positioning error 

 
 
 
 
 

1. The system need to develop a new wireless technology 

(visible light communication: Li- fi) that are better than radio 

wave technologies such as: Wi-Fi or Bluetooth. 

2. The system needs to develop many techniques in order to 

reduce the range error in meter. And one of the methods is 

using BSSID and light intensity sensor that will reduce the 

range of error in the system.  

2. The system must reduce the civil 

construction and power consumption. 

1. The system must have the POE (Power Over Ethernet) 

manageable switch in order to reduce the construction and 

install access points without the need to external power 

source. 

2. The Cisco layer 3 switch has a manageable tools that allow 

system administrator to monitor the power consumption of all 

access points in the system. 

3. The system must have easy 

management tools that allow easy 

system configuration. 

1. The system must have the tool that can easily configure 

each access point remotely, and this tool is provisioning that 

push all configuration from central server to all access points  

4. The system must be secure and have 

levels of user privilege. 

1. The system must have user side and admin side and each of 

them has different access to the program. 

2. The administrator must manage and control all systems 

components  

5. The system must be designed for 

impaired visual people. 

1. The system must have voice user interface for impaired 

visual people and the device must be light and portable. 

2. The system must have monitor tools for impaired visual 

people 
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  Although the user and system requirements can specify the all requirements in the 

system, we need to define the two major types of the requirements, functional and non-

functional requirements. The definition of functional requirement is “any requirement which 

specifies what the system should do [19].” That means, it describes the behavior of the product 

or the system in relation to its function. For example, sending notification when a user enter 

specific area is considered functional requirement. On the other hand, the non-functional 

requirement is “any requirement which specifies how the system performs a certain function 

[19].” In other words, the non-functional requirement is an implicit expectation of the system. 

For example, the response time of a request in the system must be short and this is implicit 

expectation of the system. Table 3.2 specifies the system non-functional requirements.  

Table 3. 2: Some non-functional requirements 

 

Type of Non-functional requirement  

 

Description  

 

Performance 

The system must be real time system, and the 

response time of the transaction is short in 

order to locate the position accurately.    

 

 

Ethical  

Since the system track and specify the location 

of the client, we must make sure the location 

of the client and all his/ her information be 

secure and only authorize people should be 

allowed to access the data. 

 

Environmental  

The system must consume less power, so we 

use the Power over Ethernet (PoE) switch to 

manage and reduce the total power 

consumption. 
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The following table shows some of the functional requirements of our indoor positioning 

system. 

Table 3. 3: Some functional requirements 

 

Type of functional requirement  

 

Description  

 

 

Analyzing data 

 

The system must store and analyze the data of 

the system in order to improve the whole 

system, so we use Internet of things tool 

'ThingSpeak' to store and graph the data.   

 

Easy locate people in the system 

 

The system must have a map that specify and 

locate every client inside the location. 

 

 

Voice user interface 

 

Since the system designed to visually impaired 

people, we need to use voice commands to 

interact with them properly.  

 

Control light of the LED luminaires 

The system contain the light management tools 

that can turn on light, turn off light, and adjust 

brightness of LED. 

 

3.3: Hardware components of the system: 
 

In this section, all the hardware components used by our system are listed and described. 

These components are chosen based on the user and system requirements. Before we explain the 

implementation of the system, the role of each hardware component should be explained in 

order to give a clear picture of how the system works. In addition, the contribution of these 
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components to the software part and outcome improvement of the system to fulfil the user 

requirements are also illustrated. Table 3.4 shows the list of hardware components. 

Table 3. 4: shows the list of all hardware components 

Item Name Quantity 
Unit price 

(KD) 

Total price 

(KD) 

1 

Li-Fi Starter Pack: 
 
            2 AP (Li-Fi Access Points & TX Driver) 
            2 Lights (Lucicup ll Luminaires) 
            2 STA Systems (LiFi XC Stations) 
 

2 781 KD 1,562 

2 Cisco SG350-28P (PoE Managed Switch) 1 145 145 

3 

 
 Intel NUC: A mini PC Kit: 
 
         8th Gen Quad-core Intel i5 processor 2.3 GHz 
          Microsoft Window 10 Pro 
         Memory :DDR4 – 16GB 
         HDD: SSD 256GB 

1 150 150 

4 Network Cables (CAT 6A) 5 6 30 

5 Digital LED Lux Meter  1 12 12 

6 A-Star 32U4 Micro 1 3 3 

7 
Light Intensity Sensor Circuit Module  

BH1750FVI Digital light meter 
1 1.5 1.5 

Total: 1,903.5 KD 

3.3.1: Power over Ethernet Network switch: 
 

The first hardware component and the heart of the network of the system is the Power 

over Ethernet (PoE) Cisco SG350 switch. The Cisco SG350 switch is a Layer 3 switch which 

has feature and operates in the three layer of OSI model (Physical, Data link and Network 

layer). The switch has an IP address that can be configured using console port, Telnet, secure 

shell or via web-based command console. This type of switch is exactly what we need according 

to the requirement phase in the system development process. In contrast with Layer 2 switch, 
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this switch can be managed and get the data from it by using Telnet application. Figure 3.3 

shows the Cisco SG350-28P layer-3 switch. 

 

Figure 3. 3: The Cisco SG350-28 layer-3 switch 

 

Another feature of the switch is the Power over Ethernet, which is a technology that 

powers a device through a network cable without the need to use an external power source. 

Voice-over-IP devices and some access points support such technology. Based on the user 

requirement, the system need to use PoE in order to reduce the civil construction and manage 

the power consumption. It’s worth mentioning that PoE switch has different standard of IEEE 

based on the output power. For example, the IEEE 802.3af PoE delivers maximum 15 Watt 

while the IEEE 802.3at (PoE+) delivers maximum 30 Watt. So, we chose the switch that 

supports PoE+ because all Li-Fi access points require around 26 watt. 

 

Figure 3. 4: The main management screen of Cisco switch 
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The network switch is the backbone of our network, and all network cables are 

connected to switch using the star topology, one of famous network topologies. Moreover, since 

we chose PoE switch and we want to power the access points from network switch, we must 

connect the switch with CAT 6A cables because these cables are designed to work with 10 Gbit 

of Ethernet and support Power over Ethernet, in contrast with the normal CAT6 or even the old 

CAT5e. 

3.3.2: Li-Fi Starter: 
 

In order to operate the Li-Fi access point, three components must be connected together 

as one component. The access point, a TX driver and the LED luminaire. The Access point is 

the heart of Li-Fi for it controls the traffic between the user device and the server. It works 

similar to any other access point but with antenna. The TX driver is the interface between the 

access point and the LED luminaire, which allows the luminaire to transmit data. Figure 3.5 

shows the connection of the three components together. 

 

Figure 3. 5: Connection of Li-Fi components  
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Table 3. 5: Li-fi system specification 

Parameter 

 

Description  

 

Downlink line rate (Maximum) 

 

43 Mbps 

 

Uplink line rate (Maximum) 

 

43 Mbps 

 

Minimum operational distance  

 

1 Meter 

 

Maximum operational distance  

 

6 Meters 

 

Maximum concurrent users 

 

8 users   

 

Power consumption 

 

26 Watt 

 

3.3.3: Intel NUC mini PC: 
 

Intel NUC mini PC is a complete full computer that is small in size and usually less 

expensive than a desktop PC. The mini PC contains two operating systems, the first is Windows 

10 Pro, which is the host operating system, and Linux mint, which is the guest operating system 

that runs via VirtualBox. The purpose of using this computer is to work as a server that runs Li-

Fi Virtual Management via Linux mint which is necessary to start the provisioning process. In 

addition, this mini PC, or server, is also used to control LED luminaires via Python-based 

application. 

Based on the requirement of the system, the specification of the Intel NUC – mini PC is: 

shown in Table 3.4. In contrast with the other server that require more processor to handle the 

powerful database and large transactions, our system is simply indoor positioning system and 

does not require high process or even much space of storage. 
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Figure 3. 6: Intel NUC mini PC 

3.3.4: Digital LED Lux Meter: 
 

The digital LED Lux meter is a device that calculates the light intensity, measured in lux, 

of a light fixture. This meter is used in our project to measure the light intensity of a LED 

luminaire when exactly under it or near it, and light intensity between two LED luminaires. 

Figure 3.7 shows the Lux meter with its main parts. However, the Lux meter will be used for 

testing purpose only and it will not be integrated with the system. 

 

Figure 3. 7: Digital LED LUX Meter 
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3.3.5: Light Intensity Sensor: 
 

The Light Intensity sensor is a sensor that measure the light intensity in lux, which is 

similar to the Lux meter. The sensor will be connected to a microcontroller which will be 

attached to the user device via USB port. The purpose of using the sensor is to improve the main 

positioning method which depends on the BSSIDs of the access points and minimize positioning 

error. Figure 3.8 shows the light intensity sensor.  

 

Figure 3. 8: BH1750 light intensity sensor 

 

3.3.6: A-Star 32U4 Micro: 
 

The A-Star 32U4 Micro is a tiny programmable module featuring the ATmega32U4 

AVR microcontroller. It packs a Micro-USB interface and 18 digital input/output pins (of which 

7 can be used as PWM outputs and 8 as analog inputs) onto a board measuring only 1″ × 0.6″ 

and ships preloaded with an Arduino-compatible bootloader [20]. This module is used as an 

interface between the lux sensor and the user application which will read data from the sensor. 

One of the advantage of using this module because it has the micro-USB that easy to connect 

with the client device such as Tablet, or Personal computer. 
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Figure 3. 9: A-star 32U4 micro 

3.4: Software components of the system: 
 

Any computer system need a group of applications in order to run the system perfectly. 

Our indoor positioning system consists mainly of an application to interact with the user and an 

application on the server side to manage the LED luminaires. The management application also 

contains a floor map of B108 that shows the current location of the user. In addition, an IoT 

analytics platform service called ThingSpeak is used in the management application. 

3.4.1: ThingSpeak for IoT Projects: 
 

ThingSpeak is an IoT analytics platform service that allows you to aggregate, visualize, 

and analyze live data streams in the cloud. You can send data to ThingSpeak from your devices, 

create instant visualization of live data, and send alerts [21]. By sending the data to the cloud 

and analyze it with the graph, the outcome of the system can be improved, and the overall 

software GUI can be enhanced. We create a channel in the Thingspeak for sending the data from 

our system and graph them which can easily get it back whenever we want. Figure 3.10 shows 

an example of a graph that tracks the number of users at a certain time. 
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Figure 3. 10: Data graphed using ThingSpeak 

 

3.4.2: DHCP Server on Linux Mint: 
 

DHCP (Dynamic host configuration protocol) is a protocol that provides and assigns IP 

addresses to the all clients in a network. DHCP Server is part of the Windows server or Linux 

operating system, that can be configured in order to assign IP addresses to our client based on 

the different classes of IP, different subnet mask and gateway, DNS, WINS and other 

parameters. In this project we use DHCP in order to give all client IPS instead of manually 

assign for each client. The DHCP server of our system is installed on Linux Mint that run by 

Oracle virtual box in Intel NUX mini PC. Moreover, we have to install the DHCP from the 

beginning because the Access points need DHCP to start provisioning process.  

3.5: Network diagram: 
 

Since the system based on the network and every devices connected together by using 

the Ethernet cables or the wireless technology Li-Fi, we need to construct the Network diagram 

for the whole system in order to improve the performance and give a good documentation of the 

system. The network diagram is built by using Microsoft Visio and import some Cisco Visio 
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stencils, this diagram can show how all hardware components connected. Figure 3.11 shows 

network diagram of the system. 

 

Figure 3. 11: show network diagram of the system. 
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3.6: use-cases Diagram: 
 

One of the most UML diagram that clarify the system perfectly is use-cases diagram. 

This diagram will show all actors or client in the system and how they interact with all 

components inside the system and what are the relation between them. 

 

Figure 3. 12: show the use-cases diagram 

3.7: Conclusion: 
 

In this chapter, the design and analysis process of our system is discussed. This process 

consists of many steps. The first and main step is specifying the user and system requirements. 

In addition of these two requirements, functional and non-functional requirements of the system 

are also identified. Based on the aforementioned requirements, our system hardware and 

software components are selected. The system process model that is chosen to drive the process 

of designing the project is the waterfall model due to its flexibility.  
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Chapter 4: Implementation 
 

This chapter discusses the hardware and the software procedures taken to implement the 

indoor positioning system using pureLiFi Li-Fi luminaires. The system is implemented in the 

American University of Kuwait (AUK) in B building (i.e. Liberal Arts building) at B108, the 

Digital System Lab. The Li-Fi luminaires had been mounted in the ceiling of B108 with the help 

of AUK Campus Service. It’s worth mentioning that the Li-Fi luminaires were not mounted all 

at once, but in gradual manner for testing purposes before the integration process. 

4.1: System Architecture: 
 

Our indoor positioning system consists of four LED luminaires that are connected to a 

server via a Cisco switch. Each of the four LED luminaires is attached to a TX driver. The 

purpose of the TX driver is to modulate the LED luminaire so that it can send data to the user 

device. The TX driver is connected to an access point which is attached to the Cisco switch. The 

user device receive the data from the LED luminaire via the LiFi dongle or LiFi station. The Li-

Fi station does that through its photo-detector. It’s worth mentioning that by default, each access 

point sends data that contains information about itself such as BSSID. Each access point has 

unique BSSID. With the help of the Python-based user application, the user can identify his 

location. Taking the advantage of LiFi technology, which is mainly light and data, light intensity 

sensor is used to improve the accuracy of the positioning system. 

The server – Intel NUC mini PC- is the central device of the system, where the 

management tools of the Li-Fi access points and the administrative python modules run. The 

system architecture is shown in figure 4.1   
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Figure 4. 1 System Architecture 

4.2: Hardware Implementation : 

4.2.1: LuciCup II LED Luminaire, LiFi-XC TX Driver, and LiFi-XC Access 

Point: 
 

 The following figure shows three major components of our indoor positioning system. 

These three components are LuciCup II LED Luminaire, LiFi-XC TX driver, and LiFi-XC 

access point. The LuciCup II LED Luminaire is a product from a French company called 

Lucibel Pro. While the TX driver and the access point are products of PureLiFi Company. 

 

Figure 4. 2: LiFi-XC Access Point (Left), LiFi-XC TX Driver (Center), LuciCup II LED Luminaire (Right) 
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First, the TX driver and the LED Luminaire are connected together. The TX driver has 

three pins (Ground, Negative, and Positive pins) on one side. These pins are connected to the 

three wires of the LED luminaire, as shown in Figure 4.3 , using a connector. The purpose of 

this connection is to allow the LED luminaire to transmit data. 

 

Figure 4. 3: LED luminaire wires that should be connected to the TX driver 

The following figure shows the final result after connecting the LED luminaire with the TX 

driver. 

 

Figure 4. 4: The result of connecting both the LED luminaire with the TX driver 

 

 The other side of the TX driver has a port for connecting the AP-to-TX cable. As the 

name of the cable imply, it connects the LiFi-XC access point to the TX driver. The following 
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figure shows the access point and the AP-to-TX cable. The two most important ports used in the 

system is the Ethernet port (the port with red square) and the Tx drive port (the port with blue 

square).  

 

Figure 4. 5: LiFi-XC ports 

 

The LED luminaire and the access point are mounted above the ceiling. According to 

LiFi-XC Access Point User Manual, a hole of 182 mm diameter (for LED luminaire) and a hole 

of 65 mm diameter (for the access point) should be cut. A maximum distance of 20 cm should 

be between the center of the luminaire and the access point. Finally, a network cable is 

connected from the access point to the Cisco switch. The following figure shows the final 

connection diagram. 

 

Figure 4. 6: The figure shows how our three main components are connected to the switch 
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4.2.2: Lab B108 Li-Fi Implementation: 
Four LED luminaires are mounted on the ceiling of lab B108, as shown in Figure 4.7. 

The height of the lab is 2.85m. 

 

Figure 4. 7: The four LED luminaires mounted on the ceiling of Lab B108 

 

The distance between two luminaires is approximately 1.85m. This distance is suitable 

because it allows the light coming from two luminaires to overlap, as shown in Figure 4.8. Since 

light is the medium where data is transferred, handover between two access points become 

smooth.  Hence, this result in stable communication between the user and the network. 

 

Figure 4. 8: LED luminaires deployment is important for seamless handover 
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4.2.3: Connecting Server to switch and Li-Fi luminaires: 
 

In order to configure the access points, first the purelifi Management system which run 

on Linux Mint 17.3 has to be setup. Figure 4.9 shows the main screen of the purelifi 

Management system. 

 

Figure 4. 9: main screen of purelifi management system 

 

In order to setup the system correctly, a static IP should be assign for both the server and 

the switch. In addition, a DHCP server has to be setup in the purelifi Management system in 

order to provide IPs to the clients. The DHCP scope starts from 10.10.1.50 to 10.10.1.100 with 

subnet mask 255.255.255.0, and include ACS IP in order to start provisioning, the process of 

configuring all access points simultaneously. Table 4.1 shows the static IPs on the system. Table 

4.2 and Figure 4.10 show the parameters used to configure the DHCP server.  
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Table 4. 1: list of static IP Address in the system. 

Device IP address Subnet mask 

Intel NUC mini PC 

Windows 10 Pro  

 

10.10.1.1 

 

255.255.255.0 

Intel NUC mini PC 

Linux Mint 17.3 (ACS server) 

 

10.10.1.15 

 

255.255.255.0 

Cisco switch SG350 10.10.1.10 255.255.255.0 

 

Table 4. 2: The configuration of DHCP server 

Element Value 

Scope of IPs 10.10.1.50 – 10.10.1.100 

Subnet mask 255.255.255.0 

Acsip code 235 

Least time 7 days 

   

 

Figure 4. 10:  DHCP configuration 
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Once we setup all configuration of the system, Access Control Server (ACS) should be 

started in order to run the provisioning process. Figure 4.11 shows the main window of the 

server. Simply we specify the type of access point and set the IP and subnet mask of the ACS on 

the parameter and create a new unit in order to start provision. The ACS also allows for 

monitoring the status of each access point, as shown in Figure 4.12. We can access the server 

via web browser by typing IP address of the server then the port 8080. 

 

Figure 4. 11: ACS server shows all access points on the system 

 

Figure 4. 12: shows the status of Access point 
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4.2.4: Li-Fi Station Driver Installation: 
 

After connecting the luminaires together through a switch, the next step is to install the 

driver of the pureLiFi station on the user laptop so that it can recognize LiFi-XC access points. 

The pureLiFi company offers three different drivers, for Windows, Linux, and MacOS operating 

systems. 

 

Figure 4. 13: Li-Fi station connected to a laptop 

4.2.5: GY-30 Light intensity Sensor: 
 

The GY-30 sensor is connected to the A-Star 32U4 microcontroller so that the user 

program can read the light intensity. One of the main advantage of the microcontroller is its size. 

The dimensions of the microcontroller is 2.54cm x 1.524cm. The purpose of using this sensor is 

to tell how far the user is away from an access point and hence improve the accuracy of our 

positioning system. BSSID-based localization can only tell the user whether or not he is within 

the coverage area of a specific access point. The following figure shows how the pins of the 

sensor is connected to the pins of microcontroller. 
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Figure 4. 14: Pins connections between GY-30 (Right) and the A-Star 32U4 microcontroller (Left) 

The following table shows pins connection between GY-30 and the A-Star 32U4 

microcontroller more clearly. 

Table 4. 3: Pins connections between GY-30 and the A-Star 32U4 microcontroller 

GY-30 A-Star 32U4 

GND GND 

AD0 A0 

SDA Pin 2 

SCL Pin 3 

VCC 3V 

 

After connecting the sensor with the microcontroller, the C-type USB port in the 

microcontroller is connected to the USB port of the user laptop, as the following figure. 

 

Figure 4. 15: Connecting the A-Star 32U4 microcontroller to the user PC 
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4.3 software Implementation: 

4.3.1 User Application: 
 

 As mentioned before, a Python-based voice-driven application is built so that it can tell 

the user his or her location. The application is developed using Python IDLE, which is simple 

and easy-to-use development environment. Although it’s a Windows application, it is designed 

to look similar to smartphone applications. The full code can be found in Appendix A. 

 The “Welcome” window is the first window that appears to the user when the 

application is started, as shown in Figure 4.16. It plays a relaxing music at the background. It 

contains a title “LiFi for the Blind,” however this is not the title of our project. It also contains 

the names of the team members of the project and the supervisor, Dr. Mounib Khanfer. For 

simplicity, a login page is not developed. At the end, the application does not contain any 

sensitive information about the user. However, the login page will be considered as a future 

work.   

 

Figure 4. 16: The “Welcome” window of the user application 
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 The second window is the “User Info” window, as shown in Figure 4.17. The window 

starts with a male voice that welcome the user by saying “Hi.” It then says, “Please enter your 

first name and select your preferred speech settings.” The voices used in this application are 

Windows-based built-in voices that are acceptable and sounds like humans. 

 

Figure 4. 17: The “User Info” window of the user application 

 The first speech setting is the “Voice control” where the user select a female voice 

(ZIRA) or a male voice (DAVID).  The second setting is the “Speed control” where the user 

selects how fast “ZIRA” or “DAVID” speaks. Upon selecting one of the options in the “Speed 

control,” the selected voice says, “This is how fast I will speak.” This makes it easy for the user 

to select the speed before submitting and moving to the next window.   
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Figure 4. 18: The Voice control 

 

Figure 4. 19: The “Locate Me” window 
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 The third window and the last is the “Locate Me” window, as shown in Figure 4.19. The 

window starts with the selected voice and speed from the “User Info” window by saying, “Hello 

[name], please select scan type.” There are two scan types, Once and On Demand. If the user 

selects Once and then press the Start button, the application will tell the user his current location 

only once and stops. From example, the application might say, “Location A” or “Between B and 

C,” where A, B, or C represents an access point. If the user selects On Demand, and press the 

Start button, the application will continuously tell the user about his current location until the 

user press the Stop button that’s when the scan will stop. The third button is the Exit button, 

where it shows a dialog box with “See You Again [name]” and the selected voice says the same 

phrase. 

Although it is not convenient for an application designed for visually impaired to ask them 

to enter their name or select their preferred speech settings, using the Microphone for entering 

data, can take longer time due to noise or unclear input. That’s why for simplicity this approach 

is not considered for the moment. 

4.3.2 Admin Application: 
 

The other type of application used in our system is the server application, as shown in Figure 

4.20. Similar to the user application, the server application is Python-based. It’s mainly used for 

light management and user monitoring. For example, Figure 4.21 shows the Light Management 

tab where the admin can control the status of an LED luminaire. 
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Figure 4. 20: Main screen of the server application 

 

 

Figure 4. 21: Light management window 
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Figure 4. 22: shows the client information 

Figure 4.23 shows the map of B108 where the admin can monitor active client and locate 

his/her position on the map. 

 

Figure 4. 23: shows the map on the system. 
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4.3.3: ThingSpeak: 

The last feature of the server application is using the ThingSpeak cloud analytic service to store 

and graph data related to the number of active users at specific time, as shown in Figure 4.24.  

 

 Figure 4. 24: Graph using ThingSpeak cloud analytic service 
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Chapter 5: Evaluation 
 In this chapter, the outputs of the project will be assessed to figure out the performance 

of our indoor positioning system. Testing the functionality of each part of the project is going to 

be the base of our evaluation. In addition, the project’s integration feasibility with its area of 

application will be investigated. Finally, the effect our system has on engineering solutions.  

5.1 Evaluation of Objectives 
 

 The following table shows the objectives that must be completed at the end of the project 

and each the status of each objective. 

Table 5. 1: Objectives Evaluation 

No. Objective Status  

1 Create Python-based application to interact with the user 

verbally 

Completed 

2 Create Python-based application that is able to scan 

nearby access point.  

Completed 

3 Establish communication between the server and LED 

luminaires 

Completed 

4 Read data from the light intensity sensor via Python Completed 

5 Control the brightness of LED luminaires through the 

server   

Completed  

6 Setup provisioning for the LED luminaires Completed  

5.1.1 Create Python-based application to interact with the user verbally 
 

 Thanks to the richness of Python language, an application was developed that is voice-

driven. The voices used are Windows built-in voices. The quality of the sound is good and both 

the male and the female do not sound like a robot. However, since the distance between two 

access points is relatively short, this feature has created some sort of delay in locating the user. 

This is obvious when the user walks between two access points. In this situation, the application 
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should tell the user, for example, “Between A and B.” However, the application does it when the 

user reaches access point A, for instance. As mentioned before, since the distance between two 

access points is short and the application is voice-driven, this error in locating the user is 

acceptable.  

5.1.2 Create Python-based Application to Scan Nearby Access Points  
   The richness of Python (i.e. vast number of modules and libraries) enable us to create a 

small python code that is able to gather the information of nearby access points. The following 

figure shows the successful scan result after running it using Python IDLE. 

 

Figure 5. 1 The outputs of the scan code written in Python 

5.1.3 Establish communication between the server and LED luminaires 
 

 Communication between the server and the LED luminaires was achieved by setting up 

the LiFi provisioning, using the Virtual Management (VM) file provided by the pureLiFi 

company. The LiFi provisioning allows for a set of configuration to be deployed to all the access 
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points connected on the same switch the server is attached to. The following figure shows some 

of the configuration setting available in the VM system. 

 

Figure 5. 2: Configuration settings available in the Li-Fi VM system 

5.1.4 Read data from the light intensity sensor via Python 
 

 Data for the light intensity sensor was successfully collected using the Python library 

serial. The sensor was first tested using the Arduino Genuino IDE. The following figure shows 

readings of the sensor using the Python IDLE and Arduino Genuino IDE. 

  

Figure 5. 3: Light sensor readings from Arduino Genuino 
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 The team also measured the light intensity of the area where the four LED luminaires are 

mounted and use these readings in the Python application to improve user positioning accuracy. 

The following two figures show the light intensity measurements of the four LED luminaries 

with fluorescent lights turned on and turned off, respectively. The measurements are in lux. The 

above value is the minimum, while the other is the maximum. In the application, the 

measurements of the four LED luminaries with fluorescent lights were taken.   

 

Figure 5. 4: LED luminaires light sensor readings with fluorescent lights 

 

Figure 5. 5: LED luminaires light sensor readings without fluorescent lights 
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 Due to its fluctuation nature, light intensity sensor did not minimize the localization 

error. User orientation and lights reflected from objects, like walls, affect the measurements of 

the sensor. 

5.1.5 Control the brightness of LED luminaires through the server 
 

   This is an important feature that makes our system efficient when it comes to energy 

consumption. This was successfully done by accessing the IP of the targeted luminaire, through 

simple PHP and change its brightness. Usually this done using a web browser, as shown in 

Figure . However, since the project is Python-based, a code written in Python to accomplish this 

objective.  

 

Figure 5. 6: Lamp management Web GUI with AP IP address set 

5.1.6 Setup provisioning for the LED luminaires 
 One of the first objective to get it working is the LiFi provisioning. It was successfully 

achieved after reading the Virtual Management User Guide provided by the pureLiFi company. 

The setup depends on simple Linux commands, which are mentioned in the user guide.Without 
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provisioning, every new access point has to be configured manually. LiFi provisioning saves 

time and improve the performance of the system. 

5.2 Ethical Values 
 In the field of engineering, there is always a room to make human life much easier, even 

if it is a small improvement. A group of people in every society that can’t be neglected is the 

visually impaired. The present of people around them is a major social feature. However, such 

feature is hard to be around all the time. That’s where technology and engineering come in. Our 

indoor positioning system is intended to help this group of people become familiar with what 

around them especially in foreign environments. As engineering students, we found ourselves 

obliged to come with optimal solutions to help lift the sufferings from these people. With little 

improvement, our system is capable to do that.      

5.3 Impact of Engineering Solutions 

5.3.1 Social Impact 
 The need for others, especially strangers, can cause embarrassment. With our system, 

visually impaired will be more independent, and therefore, won’t have to ask for places when 

they are outside their homes. On the other hand, caregivers who take care of this group of 

people, can have more free time, as a result of implementing our system.  

5.3.2 Economic Impact 
 Implementing our system, enables visually impaired to let go of the idea of obtaining a 

caregiver, or a dog. Thus, saving money and time looking for a suitable person to take care of 

him. 
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5.3.3 Environmental Impact 
 LED technology is considered one of the top green technologies that does no harm to 

humans. This technology, which is the base of Li-Fi, can be a great replacement for radio wave 

technologies such as Wi-Fi, in area where such technology is not welcomed. Two most common 

example is airplanes and hospitals, especially x-ray rooms. Thus, our system can be considered 

safe and energy-efficient. 

5.4 Conclusion 
 In this chapter, a detailed evaluation of the project is conducted. The evaluation was 

based on testing each part of the system to ensure successful system integration. In addition, the 

system was assessed from ethical point of view. Furthermore, the system impact on engineering 

solutions was investigated socially and economically. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusion 
 In this chapter, the main sections of this report will be summarized. It also include future 

works that can improve the system in general. 

6.1 Summary 
In Chapter 1, an overview of Visible Light communication was introduced, along with 

one of its application Light Fidelity (Li-Fi). At the end of the chapter, the objectives of the 

system, and SWOT analysis for both the system and the team were made. Chapter 2 several 

journal papers and projects were compared against our system.  This enabled the team to 

investigate different approaches and technologies on how to develop a good positioning system. 

In Chapter 3, examined several design alternatives considered in developing our system. This 

include comparing Li-Fi kits from different companies, on the base of cost, size, and delivery. 

Several design methods were considered to go hand with hand with the system requirements and 

ensure the system is stable and reliable. Chapter 4 discuss the procedures taken to implement the 

system’s prototype, via testing each component before the integration process. Finally, Chapter 

5 discussed the evaluation of different objectives achieved throughout the lifetime of the project. 

in addition, the system was evaluated in terms of social, economic, and environmental aspects. 

6.2 Future Works 
 It is for certain that every project can be improved in many different ways. With that in 

mind, several improvements can be add to our indoor positioning system. Some of these are: 

1. Increase the number of LED luminaires, which help in increasing the coverage area. 

2. Improve the time it takes the application to scan for nearby access points. 

3. Add ultrasonic senor to avoid obstacles.  

4. Make the application supports Arabic speakers. 
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5. Make the application work on a smartphone rather than a laptop. 

6. Use different type of localization method. 

6.3 Closing Remarks 
 Working with a new technology (i.e. Li-Fi) that not so many have encountered was a 

privilege. To use such technology to be able to help visually impaired people is a noble goal. A 

good amount of time is spent to improve the positioning functionality of the system, so that it 

can be usable in real world. However, this system is not rigid and can be further improved. 
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Appendices: 
 

Appendix A: Client Application Code 

import wx 

import time 

import threading 

import sys 

import pyttsx3 

import winsound 

import serial 

from Win32Wifi import getWirelessInterfaces 

from Win32Wifi import getWirelessNetworkBssList 

sys.path.append('../') 

 

class TransparentText(wx.StaticText): 

  def __init__(self, parent, id=wx.ID_ANY, label='',  

               pos=wx.DefaultPosition, size=wx.DefaultSize,  

               style=wx.TRANSPARENT_WINDOW, name='transparenttext'): 

    wx.StaticText.__init__(self, parent, id, label, pos, size, style, name) 

    self.Bind(wx.EVT_PAINT, self.on_paint) 

    self.Bind(wx.EVT_ERASE_BACKGROUND, lambda event: None) 

    self.Bind(wx.EVT_SIZE, self.on_size) 

  def on_paint(self, event): 

    bdc = wx.PaintDC(self) 

    dc = wx.GCDC(bdc) 

    font_face = self.GetFont() 

    font_color = self.GetForegroundColour() 

    dc.SetFont(font_face) 
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    dc.SetTextForeground(font_color) 

    dc.DrawText(self.GetLabel(), 0, 0) 

  def on_size(self, event): 

    self.Refresh() 

    event.Skip() 

 

class WelcomePanel(wx.Panel): 

    """""" 

    def __init__(self, parent): 

        """Constructor""" 

        wx.Panel.__init__(self, parent) 

        self.playW() 

    def playW(self): 

        filename = 'sunrise.wav'         

        winsound.PlaySound(filename, winsound.SND_ASYNC) 

        wx.CallLater(17000, self.closeParentFrame) 

    def closeParentFrame(self): 

        parent_frame = self.GetParent() 

        parent_frame.Close() 

        frame = UserInfoFrame() 

        frame.Show() 

 

class UserInfoPanel(wx.Panel): 

    """""" 

    user_name = "" 

    user_num = 0 
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    def __init__(self, parent): 

        """Constructor""" 

        wx.Panel.__init__(self, parent)        

        self.female_voice = 

"HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Speech\Voices\Tokens\TTS_MS_EN-US_ZIRA_11.0" 

        self.male_voice = 

"HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Speech\Voices\Tokens\TTS_MS_EN-US_DAVID_11.0" 

        threading.Thread( 

            target=self.play_Speech, args=(self.male_voice,150,"Hi, Please Enter Your First Name and select 

your preferred speech settings",), daemon=True 

        ).start()         

        self.slow_rate = 90 

        self.normal_rate = 130 

        self.fast_rate = 205 

        self.check_name = False 

        self.check_voice = False         

        languages = ['ZIRA', 'DAVID'] 

        speed = ['Slow','Normal','Fast']         

        self.SetBackgroundStyle(wx.BG_STYLE_CUSTOM) 

        self.bg = wx.Image("LiFi_Image_Copy.jpg", 

wx.BITMAP_TYPE_ANY).Copy().Scale(452,600).ConvertToBitmap() 

        self._width, self._height = self.bg.GetSize()         

        sizer = wx.BoxSizer(wx.VERTICAL) 

        hSizer = wx.BoxSizer(wx.HORIZONTAL)         

        title = TransparentText(self,label='User Info',style=wx.TRANSPARENT_WINDOW,size=(200,25)) 

        

title.SetFont(wx.Font(30,wx.FONTFAMILY_DEFAULT,wx.FONTSTYLE_NORMAL,wx.FONTWEIGHT_NORM

AL)) 

        title.SetForegroundColour((51,255,255)) 
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        labelOne = TransparentText(self,label='Name',style=wx.TRANSPARENT_WINDOW,size=(200,25)) 

        

labelOne.SetFont(wx.Font(15,wx.FONTFAMILY_DEFAULT,wx.FONTSTYLE_NORMAL,wx.FONTWEIGHT_N

ORMAL)) 

        labelOne.SetForegroundColour((51,255,255)) # set text color 

 

        self.inputTxtOne = wx.TextCtrl(self,wx.ID_ANY,value='') 

         

        chlbl = TransparentText(self,label='Voice control',style=wx.TRANSPARENT_WINDOW,size=(200,25)) 

        

chlbl.SetFont(wx.Font(15,wx.FONTFAMILY_DEFAULT,wx.FONTSTYLE_NORMAL,wx.FONTWEIGHT_NOR

MAL)) 

        chlbl.SetForegroundColour((51,255,255)) 

        self.choice = wx.Choice(self,choices = languages)         

        chlb2 = TransparentText(self,label='Speed 

control',style=wx.TRANSPARENT_WINDOW,size=(200,25)) 

        

chlb2.SetFont(wx.Font(15,wx.FONTFAMILY_DEFAULT,wx.FONTSTYLE_NORMAL,wx.FONTWEIGHT_NOR

MAL)) 

        chlb2.SetForegroundColour((51,255,255)) 

        self.speed = wx.Choice(self,choices = speed)         

        btn = wx.Button(self, label='Submit',style=wx.TRANSPARENT_WINDOW) 

        

btn.SetFont(wx.Font(15,wx.FONTFAMILY_DEFAULT,wx.FONTSTYLE_NORMAL,wx.FONTWEIGHT_NORM

AL)) 

        btn.Bind(wx.EVT_BUTTON, self.on_press)         

        sizer.Add(title, 1, wx.ALL,5) 

        sizer.Add(labelOne, 0, wx.ALL, 5) 

        sizer.Add(self.inputTxtOne, 0, wx.ALL|wx.EXPAND, 5) 

        sizer.Add(chlbl, 0, wx.ALL, 5) 

        sizer.Add(self.choice, 0, wx.ALL|wx.EXPAND, 5) 
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        sizer.Add(chlb2, 0, wx.ALL, 5) 

        sizer.Add(self.speed, 0, wx.ALL|wx.EXPAND, 5) 

        sizer.Add(btn, 2, wx.ALL|wx.EXPAND, 35) 

         

        hSizer.Add((1,1), 1, wx.EXPAND) 

        hSizer.Add(sizer, 0, wx.TOP, 100) 

        hSizer.Add((1,1), 0, wx.ALL, 75) 

         

        self.SetSizer(hSizer) 

        self.choice.Bind(wx.EVT_CHOICE, self.OnChoice) 

        self.speed.Bind(wx.EVT_CHOICE, self.OnChoice_Speed) 

        self.Bind(wx.EVT_SIZE, self.OnSize) 

        self.Bind(wx.EVT_PAINT, self.OnPaint) 

        self.Bind(wx.EVT_ERASE_BACKGROUND, self.OnEraseBackground)     

    def on_press(self,event):        

        self.name = self.inputTxtOne.GetValue()         

        self.voice_choice = self.choice.GetString(self.choice.GetSelection()) 

        self.speed_choice = self.speed.GetString(self.speed.GetSelection()) 

        self.chk_name(self.name)        

        if self.check_name: 

          parent_frame = self.GetParent() 

          parent_frame.Close()           

          frame = LocationFrame(self) 

          frame.Show() 

          frame.Centre()     

    def play_Speech(self,voice,rate,message): 

        engine.setProperty('voice', voice) 
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        engine.setProperty('rate', rate) 

        engine.say(message) 

        engine.runAndWait() 

        engine.stop()     

    def chk_name(self,username): 

      if username != '': 

        if username.isalpha(): 

          self.check_name = True 

        else: 

          threading.Thread(target=self.play_Speech, args=(self.male_voice, self.normal_rate,"Enter a valid 

name",), daemon=True).start()         

      else: 

        threading.Thread(target=self.play_Speech, args=(self.male_voice, self.normal_rate,"Enter your first 

name",), daemon=True).start()      

    def OnChoice(self,event): 

      x =  self.choice.GetString(self.choice.GetSelection())       

      return x 

 

    def OnChoice_Speed(self,event): 

        y = self.OnChoice(event) 

        User_Speed_Choice = self.speed.GetString(self.speed.GetSelection()) 

        msg = "This is how fast I will speak"          

        if y == "ZIRA": 

            if User_Speed_Choice == "Slow":                 

                threading.Thread(target=self.play_Speech, args=(self.female_voice, self.slow_rate,msg,), 

daemon=True).start()                 

            elif User_Speed_Choice == "Normal" :                 

                threading.Thread(target=self.play_Speech, args=(self.female_voice, self.normal_rate,msg,), 

daemon=True).start() 
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         else:                 

                threading.Thread(target=self.play_Speech, args=(self.female_voice, self.fast_rate,msg,), 

daemon=True).start()   

        elif y == "DAVID": 

            if User_Speed_Choice == "Slow":                 

                threading.Thread(target=self.play_Speech, args=(self.male_voice, self.slow_rate,msg,), 

daemon=True).start()                 

            elif User_Speed_Choice == "Normal" :                 

                threading.Thread(target=self.play_Speech, args=(self.male_voice, self.normal_rate,msg,), 

daemon=True).start()                 

            else:                 

                threading.Thread(target=self.play_Speech, args=(self.male_voice, self.fast_rate,msg,), 

daemon=True).start() 

        else: 

            threading.Thread(target=self.play_Speech, args=(self.male_voice, self.normal_rate,"Please Select 

a voice",), daemon=True).start()        

    def OnSize(self, size): 

        self.Layout() 

        self.Refresh() 

    def OnEraseBackground(self, evt): 

        pass 

 

    def OnPaint(self, evt):         

        dc = wx.BufferedPaintDC(self) 

        self.Draw(dc) 

         

    def Draw(self, dc): 

        cliWidth, cliHeight = self.GetClientSize() 

        if not cliWidth or not cliHeight: 
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            return 

        dc.Clear() 

        xPos = (cliWidth - self._width)/2 

        yPos = (cliHeight - self._height)/2 

        dc.DrawBitmap(self.bg, xPos, yPos) 

 

class LocationPanel(wx.Panel): 

    def __init__(self, parent): 

        wx.Panel.__init__(self,parent) 

        box = wx.BoxSizer(wx.VERTICAL) 

        hbox = wx.BoxSizer(wx.HORIZONTAL) 

        hbox1 = wx.BoxSizer(wx.HORIZONTAL) 

        scan_options = ['Once','On Demand'] 

        self.ser = serial.Serial('COM3',baudrate=9600, timeout=1) 

        self.SetBackgroundStyle(wx.BG_STYLE_CUSTOM) 

        self.bg = wx.Image("LiFi_Image1.jpg", 

wx.BITMAP_TYPE_ANY).Copy().Scale(452,600).ConvertToBitmap() 

        self._width, self._height = self.bg.GetSize() 

        LocateMelabel = TransparentText(self,label='Locate 

Me',style=wx.TRANSPARENT_WINDOW,size=(200,25)) 

        

LocateMelabel.SetFont(wx.Font(15,wx.FONTFAMILY_DEFAULT,wx.FONTSTYLE_NORMAL,wx.FONTWEIG

HT_NORMAL)) 

        LocateMelabel.SetForegroundColour((51,255,255)) # set text color 

        self.scan = wx.Choice(self,choices = scan_options)         

        start_bmp = wx.Bitmap("start.png")  

        self.start_btn = wx.BitmapButton(self, id = wx.ID_ANY, bitmap = start_bmp, size = 

(start_bmp.GetWidth()-10, start_bmp.GetHeight()-10))         

        self.start_btn.Bind(wx.EVT_BUTTON,self.LoopCond)  
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        self.start_btn.SetLabel("Start")          

        stop_bmp = wx.Bitmap("stop.png")  

        self.stop_btn = wx.BitmapButton(self, id = wx.ID_ANY, bitmap = stop_bmp, size = 

(stop_bmp.GetWidth()-10, stop_bmp.GetHeight()-10))         

        self.stop_btn.Bind(wx.EVT_BUTTON,self.LoopCond)  

        self.stop_btn.SetLabel("Stop") 

        exit_bmp = wx.Bitmap("exit.png")  

        self.exit_btn = wx.BitmapButton(self, id = wx.ID_ANY, bitmap = exit_bmp, size = 

(exit_bmp.GetWidth()-10, exit_bmp.GetHeight()-10))         

        self.exit_btn.Bind(wx.EVT_BUTTON,self.extBox)  

        self.exit_btn.SetLabel("Exit")          

        self.label_name = parent.UserInfoPanel.name 

        label_voice = parent.UserInfoPanel.voice_choice 

        ZIRA_voice = parent.UserInfoPanel.female_voice 

        DAVID_voice = parent.UserInfoPanel.male_voice 

        speech_speed = parent.UserInfoPanel.speed_choice 

        self.slow_speech = parent.UserInfoPanel.slow_rate 

        self.normal_speech = parent.UserInfoPanel.normal_rate 

        self.fast_speech = parent.UserInfoPanel.fast_rate 

        self.speed_rate = 150 

        self.play_voice = ""         

        hbox.Add(LocateMelabel, 0, wx.ALL, 20) 

        hbox.Add(self.scan, 0, wx.ALL, 20) 

        hbox1.Add(self.start_btn, 0, wx.ALL, 40) 

        hbox1.Add(self.stop_btn, 0, wx.ALL, 40) 

        hbox1.Add(self.exit_btn, 0, wx.ALL, 40) 

        box.Add(hbox, 10, wx.ALL, 1) 

        box.Add(hbox1, 1, wx.ALL, 1) 
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        self.SetSizer(box)         

        self.Bind(wx.EVT_SIZE, self.OnSize) 

        self.Bind(wx.EVT_PAINT, self.OnPaint) 

        self.Bind(wx.EVT_ERASE_BACKGROUND, self.OnEraseBackground)         

        if label_voice == "ZIRA": 

            self.play_voice = parent.UserInfoPanel.female_voice 

            threading.Thread(target=self.Welcome_Speech, 

args=(ZIRA_voice,self.label_name,speech_speed), daemon=True).start()             

        else: 

            self.play_voice = parent.UserInfoPanel.male_voice 

            threading.Thread(target=self.Welcome_Speech, 

args=(DAVID_voice,self.label_name,speech_speed), daemon=True).start()             

 

    def Welcome_Speech(self,voice,name,rate):         

        if rate == "Slow": 

            engine.setProperty('rate', self.slow_speech) 

            self.speed_rate = 90 

        elif rate == "Normal": 

            engine.setProperty('rate', self.normal_speech) 

            self.speed_rate = 130 

        else: 

            engine.setProperty('rate', self.fast_speech) 

            self.speed_rate = 205 

        engine.setProperty('voice', voice) 

        engine.say("Hello"+name) 

        engine.say("Please Select Scan Type") 

        engine.runAndWait() 
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    def extBox(self,event): 

        engine.setProperty('rate', self.speed_rate) 

        engine.setProperty('voice', self.play_voice) 

        wx.MessageBox('See You Again '+self.label_name, 'Info', 

            wx.OK | wx.ICON_INFORMATION) 

        engine.say("See You Again, "+self.label_name) 

        engine.runAndWait() 

        self.GetParent().Destroy() 

 

    def LoopCond(self, event): 

        button = event.GetEventObject() 

        self.labelName = button.GetLabel() 

        self.scan_selection =  self.scan.GetString(self.scan.GetSelection()) 

        if self.scan_selection !='': 

          if self.labelName == 'Start': 

              if self.scan_selection == 'Once': 

                self.stop_btn.Enable(False) 

                 

              self.condition = True 

              threading.Thread(target= self.Loop, args=(self.condition,), daemon=True).start() 

              self.start_btn.Enable(False) 

          else: 

              self.condition = False 

              threading.Thread(target= self.Loop, args=(self.condition,), daemon=True).start() 

              self.start_btn.Enable(True) 

        else: 

          engine.say("Please Select Scan Type") 
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          engine.runAndWait() 

    def Loop(self, condition): 

        engine.setProperty('rate', self.speed_rate) 

        engine.setProperty('voice', self.play_voice) 

        while condition: 

          threading.Thread(target= self.lux_calc, args=(), daemon=True).start() 

          ifaces = getWirelessInterfaces() 

          bssidlist = [] 

          thisdict = {"A": "A3","B": "AF","C": "46","D": "78"} 

          location =[] 

          for iface in ifaces: 

              bsss = getWirelessNetworkBssList(iface) 

              for bss in bsss: 

                bss_cast= str(bss) 

                bssidlist.append(bss_cast[-3:-1])                 

          for x in bssidlist: 

            for y in thisdict: 

                if x==thisdict.get(y): 

                    location.append(y) 

                else: 

                    pass 

          if len(location)==1: 

              print("Location "+location[0]+" Lux: ",self.lux_value) 

              if location[0] =='A':                   

                  if (self.lux_value >= 1285 and self.lux_value <=1305): 

                      print("Location A") 

                      engine.say("Location "+location[0]) 
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                      engine.runAndWait()                      

                  else: 

                      print("Near Location A") 

                      engine.say("Near Location "+location[0]) 

                      engine.runAndWait()                      

                       

              elif location[0] =='B': 

                  if (self.lux_value >= 1070 and self.lux_value <=1110): 

                      print("Location B") 

                      engine.say("Location "+location[0]) 

                      engine.runAndWait()                      

                  else: 

                      print("Near Location B") 

                      engine.say("Near Location "+location[0]) 

                      engine.runAndWait()                       

                       

              elif location[0] =='C': 

                  if (self.lux_value >= 1120 and self.lux_value <1150): 

                      print("Location C") 

                      engine.say("Location "+location[0]) 

                      engine.runAndWait()                       

                  else: 

                      print("Near Location C") 

                      engine.say("Near Location "+location[0]) 

                      engine.runAndWait() 
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              else: 

                  if (self.lux_value >= 1130 and self.lux_value <=1170): 

                      print("Location D") 

                      engine.say("Location "+location[0]) 

                      engine.runAndWait()                       

                  else: 

                      print("Near Location D") 

                      engine.say("Near Location "+location[0]) 

                      engine.runAndWait()             

          elif len(location)==2: 

              engine.say("Between "+location[0]+" and "+location[1]) 

              engine.runAndWait()             

          else: 

              engine.say("Near the center") 

              engine.runAndWait() 

          if self.scan_selection == 'Once': 

            self.start_btn.Enable(True) 

            self.stop_btn.Enable(True) 

            break 

          else: 

            pass 

          if self.labelName == 'Stop':             

            break 

    def lux_calc(self): 

        #Lux code 

          count = 3 

          total = 0 
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          avg = count 

          while count > 0: 

              arduinoData = self.ser.readline().decode('ascii') 

              total = total + int(float(arduinoData[7:14])) 

              count = count-1             

          self.lux_value= int(total/avg) 

          #End of lux code 

    def OnSize(self, size): 

        self.Layout() 

        self.Refresh() 

    def OnEraseBackground(self, evt): 

        pass 

    def OnPaint(self, evt):         

        dc = wx.BufferedPaintDC(self) 

        self.Draw(dc)         

    def Draw(self, dc): 

        cliWidth, cliHeight = self.GetClientSize() 

        if not cliWidth or not cliHeight: 

            return 

        dc.Clear() 

        xPos = (cliWidth - self._width)/2 

        yPos = (cliHeight - self._height)/2 

        dc.DrawBitmap(self.bg, xPos, yPos) 
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class WelcomeFrame(wx.Frame):     

    def __init__(self): 

        wx.Frame.__init__(self, None, title="Welcome",size=(452,600)) 

        icon = wx.Icon()         

        icon.CopyFromBitmap(wx.Bitmap("sun.png", wx.BITMAP_TYPE_ANY))         

        self.SetIcon(icon)         

        png = wx.Image("Image_Welcome_New.jpg", 

wx.BITMAP_TYPE_ANY).Scale(452,600,quality=wx.IMAGE_QUALITY_NORMAL).ConvertToBitmap() 

        wx.StaticBitmap(self, -1, png, (0, 0), (png.GetWidth(), png.GetHeight()))         

        panel = WelcomePanel(self)         

        self.Centre()         

        self.Show() 

#Frame 2         

class UserInfoFrame(wx.Frame):       

    def __init__(self): 

        wx.Frame.__init__(self, None, title="User Info",size=(452,600)) 

        icon = wx.Icon()         

        icon.CopyFromBitmap(wx.Bitmap("sun.png", wx.BITMAP_TYPE_ANY)) 

        self.SetIcon(icon) 

        panel = UserInfoPanel(self)         

        self.Centre() 

        self.Show() 
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#Frame 3 

class LocationFrame(wx.Frame): 

    """""" 

    def __init__(self,parent): 

        """Constructor""" 

        wx.Frame.__init__(self, None, title="Locate Me",size=(452,600)) 

        icon = wx.Icon()         

        icon.CopyFromBitmap(wx.Bitmap("sun.png", wx.BITMAP_TYPE_ANY)) 

        self.SetIcon(icon) 

        #png = wx.Image("LiFi_Image1.jpg", 

wx.BITMAP_TYPE_ANY).Scale(452,600,quality=wx.IMAGE_QUALITY_NORMAL).ConvertToBitmap() 

        #wx.StaticBitmap(self, -1, png, (0, 0), (png.GetWidth(), png.GetHeight()))         

        self.UserInfoPanel = parent 

        panel = LocationPanel(self) 

if __name__ == "__main__":     

    app = wx.App(False) 

    engine = pyttsx3.init() # object creation     

    frame = WelcomeFrame()     

    app.MainLoop() 
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Appendix B: Server Application Code 
 

Myprogram.py: 

 

from tkinter import * 

from tkinter import messagebox 

from tkinter import ttk   

from PIL import Image,ImageTk  # pip install pillow 

import webbrowser 

from time import sleep 

import threading 

from myemail import sending_email 

import ap 

import mymap 

import switch1 

import mycloud 

 

 

entry_user = '' 

entry_password = '' 

myuser = 'admin' 

mypassword = 'password' 

 

clientList = [] 

listOfAP = [] 

clientsDict = {} 

listOfAP = ap.listOfAP 

scale_brightness = '' 
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showComboValue = '' 

ComboValueClient = '' 

set_entry_getBbrightness = '' 

clientListSize = 0 

 

 

def run (): 

 global listOfAP 

 global clientListSize 

 global clientList 

 global clientsDict 

  

 while True:  

   

  listOfAP = listOfAP 

  clientsDict  

   

  clientsDict = switch1.readFromTelnet() 

  clientsDict  = ap.setAllPort(listOfAP,clientsDict) 

  clientList = list (clientsDict.keys()) 

  clientListSize = len(clientList) 

   

  

 

def sendCloud(): 

 global clientListSize 

 while True: 

  sleep(60) 
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  mycloud.sendToCloud(clientListSize) 

   

  

def mainWindow(): 

  

 while True: 

  

  global entry_getBbrightness 

  global clientList 

  global listOfAP 

   

  def  showCombo (event): 

    

   global showComboValue 

   showComboValue = combo_AP.get() 

    

  def show_combo_client(event): 

    

   global ComboValueClient 

   global clientsDict 

   key = combo_client.get() 

   ComboValueClient = clientsDict[key] 

   print(ComboValueClient) 

   

  def fun_bt_get (): 

   global showComboValue 

   global set_entry_getBbrightness 
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   for x in listOfAP: 

    if x.location == showComboValue: 

     x.readBrightness() 

     set_entry_getBbrightness =x.brightness 

       

   print(set_entry_getBbrightness) 

   br_Label = Label (tab1, text = str (set_entry_getBbrightness) , font = 

("Helvetica", 18,'bold')) 

   br_Label.place(x =420 , y =252 ) 

   

   

  def fun_bt_send (): 

    

   global showComboValue 

   global  scale_brightness 

    

   for x in listOfAP: 

    if x.location == showComboValue: 

      

     x.updateBrightness(scale_brightness) 

     messagebox.showinfo('Update','Brightness has been updated 

!') 

  def fun_bt_turnOn (): 

    

   global showComboValue  

    

   for x in listOfAP: 

    if x.location == showComboValue: 
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     x.turnOn() 

     messagebox.showinfo('Info',''+str(x.location)+' has been turn 

on') 

    

    

  def fun_bt_turnOff (): 

    

   global showComboValue  

    

   for x in listOfAP: 

    if x.location == showComboValue: 

     x.turnOff() 

     messagebox.showinfo('Info',''+str(x.location)+' has been turn 

off') 

      

  def fun_bt_email (): 

   sending_email() 

   messagebox.showinfo('Info','E-mail has been sent successfully') 

    

  def fun_bt_showMap (): 

    

   global ComboValueClient 

   while True: 

    mymap.showMap(ComboValueClient) 

    sleep(2) 

    

  def fun_bt_showCloud(): 
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   url = 

'https://thingspeak.com/channels/925919/charts/1?bgcolor=%23ffffff&color=%23d62020&dynamic=tr

ue&results=60&type=line&update=15' 

   webbrowser.open(url, new=0, autoraise=True) 

    

  window1 = Tk() 

  window1.geometry('550x500') 

  window1.title('Welcome to main window') 

   

  tabcontrol = ttk.Notebook(window1) 

   

  tab1 = ttk.Frame(tabcontrol) 

  tabcontrol.add(tab1 , text = 'Light Management ') 

    

  tab2 = ttk.Frame(tabcontrol) 

  tabcontrol.add(tab2, text = 'Show Clients ') 

   

  tab3 = ttk.Frame(tabcontrol) 

  tabcontrol.add(tab3, text = 'Cloud ') 

   

  tabcontrol.pack(expand = 1,fill = 'both')    

 

   

  bt_turnOffAll = Button (tab1,text = 'Turn off All', width = 10,font = ("Helvetica", 

12,'bold'), bg = 'SkyBlue3',fg = 'white',command = Function_bt_turnOffAll) 

  bt_turnOffAll.place(x = 300 , y = 410 ) 

   

  bt_turnOnAll = Button (tab1,text = 'Turn on All', width = 10,font = ("Helvetica", 

12,'bold'), bg = 'SkyBlue4',fg = 'white', command = Function_bt_turnOnAll) 
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  bt_turnOnAll.place(x = 120 , y = 410) 

   

  bt_turnOn = Button (tab1,text = 'Turn on', width = 10,font = ("Helvetica", 12,'bold'), bg 

= 'SkyBlue4',fg = 'white',command = fun_bt_turnOn) 

  bt_turnOn.place(x = 335 , y = 60 ) 

   

  bt_turnOff = Button (tab1,text = 'Turn off', width = 10,font = ("Helvetica", 12,'bold'), bg 

= 'SkyBlue4',fg = 'white', command = fun_bt_turnOff) 

  bt_turnOff.place(x = 335 , y = 120 ) 

   

   

  scale_widget = Scale(tab1, from_=0, to=100, width = 28,length = 

135,orient=HORIZONTAL,command = showScale) 

  scale_widget.set(50) 

  scale_widget.place(x = 400, y = 180) 

   

   

  bt_send = Button (tab1,text = 'Set Brightness', width = 13,font = ("Helvetica", 12,'bold'), 

bg = 'SkyBlue4',fg = 'white',command = fun_bt_send) 

  bt_send.place(x = 250 , y = 200 ) 

   

 

  combo_AP = ttk.Combobox(tab1, values = ap.getApNames(),width = 30, state 

='readonly' ) 

  combo_AP.place(x= 35 , y= 70 ) 

  combo_AP.bind("<<ComboboxSelected>>", showCombo) 
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  bt_get = Button (tab1,text = 'Get Brightness', width = 13,font = ("Helvetica", 12,'bold'), 

bg = 'SkyBlue4',fg = 'white',command = fun_bt_get) 

  bt_get.place(x = 250 , y = 250 ) 

   

  AP_Label = Label (tab1, text = 'Select Access point: ', font = ("Helvetica", 12,'bold')) 

  AP_Label.place(x =35 , y =40 ) 

   

   

  bt_showMap = Button (tab2,text = 'Show on Map', width = 13,font = ("Helvetica", 

12,'bold'), bg = 'SkyBlue4',fg = 'white',command = fun_bt_showMap) 

  bt_showMap.place(x = 330 , y = 65 ) 

   

  bt_sendemail = Button (tab2,text = 'Send an E-mail', width = 13,font = ("Helvetica", 

12,'bold'), bg = 'SkyBlue4',fg = 'white', command = fun_bt_email) 

  bt_sendemail.place(x = 330 , y = 130 ) 

   

  client_Label = Label (tab2, text = 'Select client: ', font = ("Helvetica", 11,'bold')) 

  client_Label.place(x =35 , y =40 ) 

   

  combo_client = ttk.Combobox(tab2, values = clientList,width = 35, state ='readonly' ) 

  combo_client.place(x= 35 , y= 70 ) 

  combo_client.bind("<<ComboboxSelected>>", show_combo_client) 

   

  bt_showCloud = Button (tab3,text = 'Show on cloud', width = 13,font = ("Helvetica", 

12,'bold'), bg = 'SkyBlue4',fg = 'white',command = fun_bt_showCloud) 

  bt_showCloud.place(x = 250 , y = 80 ) 
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  window1.mainloop()  

         

def Function_bt_turnOnAll (): 

  

 option1 = messagebox.askyesno ('Exit','Are you sure you want to Turn ON all ? ') 

 if option1 == True: 

  ap.turnOnAll() 

  option2 = messagebox.askyesno ('E-mail','Do you want send an E-mail ? ') 

  if option2 == True: 

   sending_email('All Lights are turned ON') 

    

  

def Function_bt_turnOffAll (): 

  

 option1 = messagebox.askyesno ('Exit','Are you sure you want to Turn OFF all ? ') 

 if option1 == True: 

  ap.turnOffAll() 

  option2 = messagebox.askyesno ('E-mail','Do you want send an E-mail ? ') 

  if option2 == True: 

   sending_email('All Lights are turned Off') 

    

   

 

def showScale(val): 

 global scale_brightness 

  

 scale_brightness = val 
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def showErrorMessage(): 

 messagebox.showinfo('signout','Sorry not available this time !') 

  

def aboutus(): 

 msg = 'This is capstone CPEG 480\n \n' 

 msg+= 'Students:\n \n' 

 msg+= '1.Mohammad A Thiab (S00030482)\n \n' 

 msg+= '2.Ahmad A Alharbi (s00029007)\n \n' 

 msg+= '3.Mohammad A Ghalib (s00027659)' 

  

 messagebox.showinfo('About',msg) 

  

def exitSystem(): 

 option = messagebox.askokcancel('Exit','Are you sure you want to exit ? ') 

 if option == True: 

  exit() 

  

def checkLogin(): 

 global entry_user 

 global entry_password 

 usr = entry_user.get() 

 psw = entry_password.get() 

    

 if (myuser == usr and mypassword == psw): 

  mainWindow() 

 else: 

  messagebox.showinfo('error','username or password are incorrect !') 
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def welcome (): 

 global myuser 

 global  mypassword 

  

 global entry_user 

 global entry_password 

    

 window = Tk() 

 window.geometry('500x400') 

 window.title('Welcome to login window') 

  

 img = Image.open('lifi4.png') 

 photo_1 = ImageTk.PhotoImage(img) 

 pic_1 = Label(image = photo_1) 

 pic_1.place(x =0 ,y =0 ) 

 user1 = StringVar() 

 password1 = StringVar() 

   

 label_user = Label(window, text = 'User name',fg = 'SkyBlue4',font = ('Helvetica',12,'bold')) 

 label_user.place(x= 240, y = 147) 

 entry_user  = Entry(window) 

 entry_user.place(x=350 , y = 150 )  

 label_password = Label(window, text = 'password',fg = 'SkyBlue4',font = ('Helvetica',13,'bold')) 

 label_password.place(x= 240, y = 197) 

 entry_password  = Entry(window,show = '*') 

 entry_password.place(x=350 , y = 200 ) 
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 login = Button (window,text = 'login', width = 10,font = ("Helvetica", 12,'bold'), bg = 

'SkyBlue4',fg = 'white',command = checkLogin) 

 login.place(x = 240 , y = 265 ) 

   

 signOut = Button (window,text = 'Sign out',width = 10,font = ("Helvetica", 12,'bold'), bg = 

'SkyBlue4',fg = 'white',command = showErrorMessage) 

 signOut.place(x = 365 , y = 265 ) 

 

 menu = Menu(window) 

 window.config(menu = menu) 

 

 subm1 = Menu(menu) 

 menu.add_cascade(label='About us',command = aboutus ) 

 menu.add_cascade(label='Exit',command = exitSystem ) 

 

 label_projectName = Label (window, text = 'Indoor Navigation System', font = ("Helvetica", 

15,'bold'), bg = 'gray45',fg = 'white') 

 label_projectName.place(x = 233 , y = 40 ) 

  

 window.mainloop() 

     

t0 =threading.Thread(target = run)  

t1 =threading.Thread(target = welcome) 

t2 =threading.Thread(target = mainWindow) 

t3 =threading.Thread(target = sendCloud) 

t0.start() 

sleep(0.2) 

t1.start() 

t3.start() 
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mymap.py: 

 

# pip install pygame 

 

import pygame 

 

def setMyLocation (location): 

 

    A = [660,450] 

    B = [660,345] 

    C = [745,345] 

    D = [745,450] 

     

     

    if location == 'Access Point A': 

        position = A 

    elif location == 'Access Point B': 

        position = B 

    elif location == 'Access Point C': 

        position = C 

    elif location == 'Access Point D': 

        position = D 

    else: 

        position = [435,665] 

 

    return position 

 

def showMap(location): 

 

    pygame.init() 

    bg = pygame.image.load('map.png') 
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    man = pygame.image.load('man.png') 

    screenWidth = 988 

    screenHeight = 746 

    windowTitle = 'Location on map' 

     

    win = pygame.display.set_mode((screenWidth,screenHeight)) 

    pygame.display.set_caption(windowTitle) 

     

    position = setMyLocation(location) 

 

    win.blit(bg,(0,0)) 

    pygame.display.update() 

    win.blit(man,position) 

    pygame.display.update() 

    pygame.time.delay(100) 

 

    run = True 

     

    while run: 

        for event in pygame.event.get(): 

            if event.type == pygame.QUIT: 

                run = False 

                pygame.display.quit() 

                pygame.quit() 
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mycloud.py: 

 

from urllib.request import urlopen 

from time import sleep 

 

def sendToCloud (numberOfUsers): 

     

    myAPI = 'V3D0BK3EQXDPZJON' 

    baseURL = 'https://api.thingspeak.com/update?api_key=%s' % myAPI 

    x = str (numberOfUsers) 

     

    conn = urlopen(baseURL + '&field1=%s'%(x)) 

    #print (conn.read()) 

    conn.close() 

    sleep(5) 
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ap.py: 

 

import requests 

from time import sleep 

 

class Access_points: 

   

 url = 'http://10.10.1.15/lifictl.php' 

   

 def __init__(self, BSSID, MAC, location, IP, serialNumber): 

   

  self.BSSID = BSSID 

  self.MAC = MAC 

  self.location = location 

  self.IP = IP 

  self.serialNumber = serialNumber 

  self.connectedDevices =[] 

  self.switchPort = '' 

  self.brightness = 80 

  self.light = True 

  self.url = 'http://10.10.1.15/lifictl.php' 

  self.type = 'LiFi XC' 

         

  

 def updateBrightness(self,value): 

   

  value = int (value) 

   

  if value >100: 

   newValue = 100 
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  elif value <0: 

   newValue = 0 

  else: 

   newValue = int (value) 

   

  self.brightness = newValue 

   

  url = self.url +"?IP="+self.IP+"&DIM="+str(self.brightness) 

  requests.get(url) 

   

 def readBrightness (self): 

   

  url = self.url +"?IP="+self.IP+"&READ" 

  r = requests.get(url) 

  data = r.text 

  data = data.split('\n') 

  brightness = data[26] 

  brightness = brightness.split() 

   

  self.brightness = brightness[6] 

   

 def turnOn(self): 

   

  url = self.url +"?IP="+self.IP+"&POWER=2" 

   

  requests.get(url) 

   

 def turnOff(self): 

   

  url = self.url +"?IP="+self.IP+"&POWER=0" 
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  requests.get(url) 

   

  

 def setIP(self,newIP): 

   

  self.IP = newIP 

   

 def setSwitchPort(self,newPort): 

   

  self.switchPort = str(newPort) 

   

 def addDevices(self,device): 

   

  if len(self.connectedDevices) == 0: 

   self.connectedDevices.append(device) 

  else: 

    

   for item in self.connectedDevices: 

    if item == device: 

     break 

    else: 

     self.connectedDevices.append(device)    

    

   

 def deleteDevices (self,device): 

   

  self.connectedDevices.remove(device) 

   

 def showInfo (self): 
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  ConnectedDevices = ",".join(self.connectedDevices) 

  info = 'Access point at location: '+self.location+"\n" 

  info += "============================\n" 

  info += "    BSSID             : "+self.BSSID+"\n" 

  info += "    MAC Address       : "+self.MAC+"\n" 

  info += "    Location          : "+self.location+"\n" 

  info += "    IP Address        : "+self.IP+"\n" 

  info += "    port on Switch    : "+self.switchPort+"\n" 

  info += "    Connected Devices : "+ConnectedDevices+"\n" 

  info += "    Serial Number     : "+self.serialNumber+"\n" 

  info += "    Brightness Level  : "+str(self.brightness)+"\n\n" 

    

  print(info) 

   

def turnOnAll (): 

 for ap in listOfAP: 

  ap.turnOn() 

  sleep(1) 

    

  

def turnOffAll (): 

 for ap in listOfAP: 

  ap.turnOff() 

  sleep(1) 

   

def getApNames (): 

  

 listOfName = [] 

  

 for ap in listOfAP: 
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  listOfName.append(ap.location) 

 return listOfName 

 

def setAllPort(listOfAP,myDict): 

  

 for x in listOfAP: 

  if x.MAC in myDict: 

   x.switchPort = myDict.pop(x.MAC) 

  

 for key, value in myDict.items(): 

  for x in listOfAP: 

   if value == x.switchPort: 

    myDict[key] = x.location 

    

 return myDict  

 

apA = Access_points('70:b3:d5:95:94:a3','f4:5e:ab:35:f1:c7','Access Point A','10.10.1.53','AB0918A497') 

apB = Access_points('70:b3:d5:95:94:af','50:65:83:c7:af:73','Access Point B','10.10.1.54','AB0918A509') 

apC = Access_points('70:b3:d5:95:94:46','50:65:83:e2:5f:f9','Access Point C','10.10.1.50','AB1826A434') 

apD = Access_points('70:b3:d5:95:94:78','50:65:83:e8:ef:f8','Access point D','10.10.1.60','AB0918A454') 

 

listOfAP = [apA,apB,apC,apD] 
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myemail.py: 

import smtplib 

 

def sending_email(title = 'Attention'): 

     

            content = "Attention from Inddor navigation system" 

            mail = smtplib.SMTP("smtp.gmail.com",587) 

 

            mail.ehlo() 

 

            mail.starttls() 

 

            mail.login("cpeg.project@gmail.com","pass") 

 

            message = 'Subject: {}\n\n{}'.format(title,content) 

 

            mail.sendmail("cpeg.project@gmail.com","cpeg.project@gmail.com",message) 

 

            mail.quit() 
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Switch1.py: 

import telnetlib 

 

host = '192.168.1.203' 

user = 'C1$sco00' 

password = 'Pa$sw0rd' 

command = 'show mac address-table dynamic' 

result = '' 

port = 23 

timeout = 3 

 

def readFromTelnet (): 

  

 tn = telnetlib.Telnet(host,port,timeout) 

  

 tn.read_until(b"User name: ",2) 

 tn.write(user.encode('ascii') + b"\r\n") 

  

 tn.read_until(b"Password: ",2) 

 tn.write(password.encode('ascii') + b"\r\n") 

  

 tn.write(command.encode('ascii')+b"\r\n") 

 tn.write(b"end\r\n") 

 result = tn.read_until(b"end").decode('ascii') 

  

 tn.close() 

  

 result1 = [] 
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 result1 = setMacTable(result) 

 myDict = {} 

  

 for x in result1: 

  myDict[x[0]] =x[1]  

  

 return myDict 

  

def setMacTable (result): 

  

 result1 = result[236:-23] 

 result1 = result1.split('\r\n') 

  

 result2 = [] 

 data = [] 

 for x in result1: 

  result2.append(x[15:-10]) 

   

 for x in result2: 

  data.append(x.split()) 

  

 return data 

  


